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Objectives:
•Explore the causes of cold homes and how the cold affects us
•Look at heat loss and energy use in the home
•Highlight basic tips on keeping warm and achieving a warm 
home
•Signpost you to sources of advice and other assistance to 
achieve a warmer home
•Encourage you to be an AAA advocate for warmer homes and 
share hints and tips with others

Around 300 participants attended sessions last year

To help you achieve a warmer home, manage 
your energy use and bills and encourage you to 

share your knowledge with others

Aim of the awareness raising 
sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Explain the aim of the session and the objectives we hope will be achieved by the end of the session]
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Causes of fuel poverty
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Note: Explain main causes of fuel poverty  and the pathways to ill health]
Useful info:
High cost of fuels:  Ofgem (March 2011) investigation into suppliers after it calculated  companies were making £75 profit a year per customer

Non-gas fuel poor consumers: Ofgem estimates that 1.5m households use heating oil and 150 000 LPG
Around one half of the off gas properties are within 2km of existing gas mains. 13% of households in England are off the gas network and 25% of them are in fuel poverty (Energy and Climate Change Committee 2010);  Households not on the gas network pay at least £400 a year more for their energy (NEA 2011); Prices varied across the country from 50p to £2 a litre – the average household uses 2,300 litres of oil a year – costing between £1,150 and £4,600 a year

Average fuel bills: are based on annual consumption of 3 300kWh for electricity and  16,500kWh for gas (DECC); Renewables Obligation adds £12 to electricity bills; ECO costs users £80 (2012); EU Emissions Trading Scheme - £24 to electricity bills ; Feed in Tariff - £6.50 (electricity bills); The rest is a mixture of whole sale and distribution costs.

Regional price variations: Uswitch found (June 2010) customers charged different amounts depending on where they live e.g. Cardiff £80 more for the same online tariff as someone in Nottingham.  Price differentials due to the cost of sending electricity from power stations to different parts of the country
Regional pricing now applying to gas – different network charges apply.

Low incomes:  FPAG (09) say that in 2007/08 there were 4m children, 7.5m working age adults and 2m pensioners living below the poverty line

Under-occupancy:  36% of homes are single occupancy.  By 2029 single person households are projected to increase to 39%; Under-occupied house colder-single people heat only 1/rooms-lower overall temp.  Defined in terms of the 1968 Parker Morris standard and the bedroom standard:
 Occupants     1      2     3     4     5       6       7  
      m²           33   48.5  61  79  89.5  97  144.5

Energy inefficient homes:  Consumer Focus report (2009) says that the average SAP of fuel poor property is 36 (EPC band F)-vast majority of the fuel poor in bands (E-G); Report suggests that raising the SAP to 81 would remove 83% of households from fuel poverty ; The previous Warm Front scheme aimed for 65-Consumer Focus noted that this target was met in only 40% of cases ; ¾ of energy inefficient homes are owner occupied and the proportion is much higher in rural areas; 50% of the fuel poor live in hard to treat properties - 43% of homes (9.3m)-72% solid wall/30% off gas

Condensation/dampness – Explain how poorly heated, poorly ventilated homes and moisture levels can lead to condensation dampness.  How this in turn can encourage mould growth and aside from being unsightly and ruin fixtures and clothing also impact on health
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Health and other impacts –
 

cold homes

Potential impacts:
• Increased blood 

pressure leading to 
heart disease and 
strokes

• Increased respiratory 
illness chronic bronchitis 
or emphysema

• Worsen arthritis and 
rheumatism

• Hypothermia/mild hypothermia
• Worsening of long-term 

medical conditions 
• Increased falls and accidents
• Increased admissions to 

hospital A&E
• Poorer nutrition
• Poorer mental health and well 

being – and social isolation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is known that following a cold spell the rate of heart attacks and strokes will increase in the general population in a regular pattern:

Within 2 days, heart attacks up by  1/3
Within 5 days, strokes increase
Within 12 days, respiratory illness increases

[Note: details on the other impacts – see list below]
Respiratory conditions – include allergies to mould (rhinitis, alveolitis, itching, sneezing, wheezing, conjunctivitis, fever and coughing); lung infections; viruses and bacteria may be more common in damp homes; dust mites thrive in damp conditions leading to asthma, eczema, conjunctivitis, rhinitis, sinusitis, prolonged colds etc.
Hypothermia is increasingly rare.  However mild hypothermia may be a more frequent occurrence for older people.
Poor nutrition - Heating or eating? – some people on low incomes have to make stark choices between heating or eating….this leads to poor nutrition which in turn can lead to poor health.
Poor mental health and wellbeing – social isolation – cold homes can be miserable places to live impacting on mental health particularly where occupants are limited to certain heated rooms in colder weather.  Householders may also be reluctant to invite people into the home resulting in social isolation.  Reduced income may also mean that households have less disposable income for social activities an actively participate in their community.
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Excess Winter Deaths

Source: Office for National Statistics 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst the cost burden of cold homes on the NHS is about £1bn per year for treating cold-related illness it’s a stark fact that many people also die in winter.   

There were 25,700 EWD in 10/11 which is largely unchanged from the previous year (but in recent years it has been as high as 34,000).  Most deaths are in the over 65’s with the over 85’s (10,900) most affected. Slightly more women than men.  Those with respiratory and circulatory conditions are most affected.  Both low temperature and the incidence of illness in the over 65’s (particularly flu) seem to play a part.

[Key point: The Government suggests some 10% of these year-on-year are directly related to living in a cold home.  WHO research (2012) suggests its more like 30-40%].

[Key point: The vast majority of these EWD are those aged 65+.  The rates are similar across all regions for 65+]

[Key point: Many of these deaths and much of the illness that occurs is preventable if only we lived in well insulated, well heated and ventilated homes and learned to prepare for and adapt to deal with the cold.]



ECO (1) –
 

Energy Company 
Obligation
• A new obligation on energy suppliers starts in Jan 2013

• Services for low-income/ vulnerable households in receipt of 
specified benefits, and/or those with hard-to-insulate properties

• 3 key offerings:
(1) Carbon Saving Communities (£190m per year)

- Loft, cavity and other insulation measures
- All tenures
- 85% funding for low income urban areas
- 15% funding for low income rural areas

(2) Carbon Saving (£975m per year)
- Solid wall insulation plus other measures that are costly 

and can’t meet the Golden Rule requirement – essentially 
a top-up for GD applicants

- All tenures
© NEA 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Note:  We are still awaiting detail on the final operational detail for ECO but it is likely to follow a similar format to Green Deal with the exception that there is no charge placed on the electricity  supply.)



ECO (2)

Affordable 
(3) Affordable warmth (£350m per year)

•Any measure will be eligible if it reduces the notional cost of 
heating a property – including heating and insulation measures, 
controls, showers, glazing etc.

•Available to private sector tenants and owner occupiers only

•Eligibility criteria:

- State Pension Credit
- Child Tax Credit with a household income under £15,860
- Working Tax Credit with a household income under £15,860
- Income-based Jobseekers Allowance
- Income Support

© NEA 2012
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Resource Guide

The Warm Homes for Older People 
resource guide is a reference 
document for all the schemes and 
services 

NEA circulated 850 hard copies, a 
free download is maintained at 
www.nea.org.uk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trust Funds: Many of the fuel suppliers have trust funds which can help those who are struggling with their fuel bills – you local Citizen’s Advice service or other advice agencies may be able to provide advice in this respect.  

Some local authorities may be operating energy efficiency schemes and other services locally.  Your local authority may also offer a welfare benefits service, advice for private tenants on housing standards (Envn Health Dept) and access to social care (incl. Telecare and aids and adaptations services including emergency heating if available).  Local authorities may also operate Home Improvement Agencies or have links with independent providers.

Cold Weather Payments – are paid automatically to those on qualifying benefits when 7 consecutive days occur of 0oC or lower.  £25 per qualifying week.

Winter Fuel Payments – are paid to those reaching the retirement age for women. £200 up to 79 years of age/ £300 for those over 80 yrs.  Other eligibility factors apply for couples and those in receipt of means-tested benefits in social care.

Note:  The resource guide contains a section at the end to include local information and contact numbers.  The information in the resource guide is available in large print if needed.
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Become an Advocate for Warmer Homes
How?

•Over the winter months this year share your 
knowledge with other older people (and friends, 
family and neighbours)

•Refer to the resource guide if you need to remind 
yourself of services and providers

•Distribute a 10 Top Tips hand-out to others

•NEA will keep you up to date with key issues by 
sending you newsletters.

NEA issued around 600 newsletters to 
Advocates and over 4,000 Top Tips resource 
were distributed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Explain – that the aim of the Warmer Homes for Older People project is to share key ‘warmer home’ messages with older people]

[Explain and show resource ] NEA has provided each of you with a copy of the ‘Resource Guide’ which mirrors the key information  in the session and includes contact information for services – this should be used for reference purposes

[Explain and show hand-out and feedback form ] We would like participants to distribute the ‘10 Top Tips hand-out’ to  older people they come into contact with over the next few months.  Once they have done this to complete and return the project feedback form in their pack for a chance to win a shopping voucher (£20 – high street shopping vouchers for various stores – up to 10 available) If anyone needs extra supplies of the 10 Top Tips hand-out then contact NEA – Karen Crawford (or preferably ask their AAA agency to photocopy supplies). Note:  We need to get back as many project evalaution forms as possible as fast as possible.  If your event is taking place in Jan or early Feb ask participants to send the project evaluation forms back by 15 March to be entered into the draw for shopping vouchers.  If the event is in March ask them to try and send forms back by 29 March.  We’ll hold back a few vouchers back for a second draw for these events.  We will notify winners in early April.

[Explain] NEA will send out 1 or 2 newsletters (depending on when courses take place)  to participants to keep them up to date with developments – particularly Green Deal, ECO and energy supplier services.  (Note: these may be in packs at events)
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Warm Homes for Older People - 
Research

Two phases of research funded by DECC and supported by AAA
and Age UK. Delivered between April 2011 – March 2013.

Phase 1: programme of quantitative + qualitative research 
involving more than 500 older people from across England. 

Aimed to examine issues relating to the design and take-up of 
GD + ECO Affordable Warmth Obligation, and to make 
recommendations on effective communication.

Summary report available: www.nea.org.uk/policy-and-
research/publications/publications-2012

Phase 2: primarily quantitative research supplemented by depth 
interviews with households and frontline organisations. Involved
almost 200 older people predominantly from NE England.

Built on recommendations of phase 1, particularly regarding 
need to understand how older people’s social networks could be 
better harnessed to support communication and uptake of new 
FP and EE policies.



WHFOP Research - Phase 1: 
Conclusions and recommendations

Strongly supported the need for FP and EE 
intervention programmes. However…

Households were cautiously welcoming of GD. Caution was 
expressed particularly in relation to:

How cost savings would be calculated and guaranteed

Early repayment and interest charges

Fear of and perception of the GD charge as a long-term debt.

Uncertainty fuelled scepticism in 3 areas:
Certainty and value of the predicted fuel bill savings and ‘real-life’
adherence to Golden Rule (quality of assessment)

Who will benefit? (value for money)

Quality of workmanship (product guarantees and aftercare etc.).

Caution over ECO primarily related to its means tested approach and 
perceived unfairness for those on low-to-modest incomes.



WHFOP Research - Phase 1: 
Conclusions and recommendations

Frequently asked questions:
Interest rate – term, capped, variable, fixed?
Liability for charge.
Moving, selling, buying home.
Early repayment.
Change of circumstance.

Key policy insights and recommendations:
a single calling point to minimise confusion around the number of 
schemes and which households are eligible for.
complementary and tailored national and local strategies. Welcomed: 
TV/written communications. Unwelcomed: unsolicited doorstep/phone.
optimise use of existing social networks / local and trusted agencies.
true value of EE in terms of bill savings is not fully appreciated. Role of 
EE needs more effective communication.
Under-heating is common meaning greater targeting of ECO resources 
to low-income and vulnerable households is essential.



WHFOP Research - Phase 2: 
Conclusions and recommendations

Older people’s formal + informal social networks broadly include:
family and neighbours
social/leisure
health and social care
community, including statutory
Digital
Confidence of where to go for advice/support on home energy 
and warmth was generally fairly high while confidence relating 
to advice on EE schemes was considerably lower. 
Recognition of GD and ECO was low, however ECO was less 
well recognised than GD.
Valuable opportunities for the engagement of older people’s 
social networks to help reach older and vulnerable households.
Some challenges, but networks are valuable allies in reaching 
vulnerable households and overcoming barriers to take-up.



WHFOP Research - Phase 2: 
Conclusions and recommendations

Key policy insights and recommendations:
EE schemes are encouraged to identify and work closely with 
frontline organisations to share knowledge and resources and 
confer legitimacy and trust.

Older people are a broad and varied group, but careful 
consideration is required of how the oldest and most vulnerable 
households can be effectively supported and engaged.

All information that is available online should be made available to 
households via other routes and networks.

EE/FP programmes should look at ways of working with and 
through a wide range of social networks, including unstructured 
and structured informal networks and formal networks.

Advice and communications from energy suppliers on the GD + 
ECO should emphasise their role as ‘experts’ (which they are 
generally perceived as) while addressing some of the doubts and 
concerns of consumers relating to their motivations.



UKAFA
 

event 12th
 

June 2013 

Shaping a new Fuel Poverty Strategy – how do 
we identify who the vulnerable are and make 

contact with them? How can the AAA and 
members of UKAFA help?

11/14/2013© NEA 2009
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